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Abstract
Transformer-based models for question answer-
ing (QA) over tables and texts confront a “long”
hybrid sequence over tabular and textual ele-
ments, causing long-range reasoning problems.
To handle long-range reasoning, we extensively
employ a fusion-in-decoder (FiD) and expo-
nential moving average (EMA), proposing a
Moving Average Equipped Fusion-in-Decoder
(MAFiD). With FiD as the backbone architec-
ture, MAFiD combines various levels of rea-
soning: independent encoding of homogeneous
data and single-row and multi-row heteroge-
neous reasoning, using a gated cross attention
layer to effectively aggregate the three types of
representations resulting from various reason-
ings. Experimental results on HybridQA indi-
cate that MAFiD achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance by increasing exact matching (EM)
and F1 by 1.1 and 1.7, respectively, on the blind
test set.

1 Introduction
While most studies have focused on text question
answering (QA), where unimodal textual passages
are provided as a source of evidence for an answer
(Joshi et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Rajpurkar
et al., 2018; Welbl et al., 2018; Dua et al., 2019;
Karpukhin et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021b; Pang
et al., 2022), realistic questions often need to re-
fer to “heterogeneous” evidences based on both
tabular and textual contents to generate an answer,
motivating researchers to address table-and-text
QA (Chen et al., 2020; Wenhu Chen, 2021; Talmor
et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021a; Nakamura et al.,
2022).

Among the various tasks for table-and-text QA,
we address the multi-hop table-and-text QA de-
scribed in HybridQA (Chen et al., 2020), which is
a large-scale table-and-text QA dataset focusing on
the multi-hop reasoning across tabular and textual
contents to extract an answer.
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However, a table usually contains a nontrival
number of rows and relevant passages; thus lin-
earization of all relevant heterogeneous contents
easily exceeds the maximum length limit for trans-
formers, thereby causing long range reasoning
problems.

To address long range reasoning, we present a
novel encoder-decoder model that deploys fusion-
in-decoder (FiD) (Izacard and Grave, 2021) and ex-
ponential moving average (EMA) (Ma et al., 2022),
the Moving Average Equipped Fusion-in-Decoder
(MAFiD). Armed with FiD as the backbone archi-
tecture, MAFiD combines various levels of reason-
ing:

• Independent encoding of homogeneous
data, which independently encodes tabular
and textual contents separately for each row,
without being fused in the encoder step. Inher-
ited from FiD, the resulting encoded represen-
tations are jointly fused in the decoder, which
significantly reduces the computational time
required for self-attention, thereby allowing
us to use a longer sequence as an input for the
encoder.

• Single-row heterogeneous reasoning (also
referred to as single-row reasoning), which
performs in-depth interaction between tab-
ular and textual contents per row; it first
concatenates the tabular and textual repre-
sentations for each row and then applies the
“self-attention” layer over the concatenated
sequence. Thus, single-row heterogeneous
reasoning is performed in a restricted man-
ner only on heterogeneous contents within a
specific row.

• Multi-row heterogeneous reasoning (also
referred to as multi-row reasoning), which
performs light interaction across tabular and
textual contents of “multiple” rows based on
the EMA layer; it concatenates the heteroge-
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Figure 1: The overall neural architecture of the proposed MAFiD: 1) Independent encoding applies T5’s encoder
on the tabular and textual blocks in i-th row, separately (i.e., biR ∈ BR and biP ∈ BP ) and the resulting contextual
representations are concatenated to obtain the i-th row’s heterogeneous representation, Ci (Eq. (1)). 2) Single-row
reasoning performs the row-specific cross-modal interaction by applying the single-head attention over Ci to
generate C

(1)
i (Eq. (2)). 3) Multi-row reasoning preforms the between-row cross-modal interaction by applying the

low-dimensional EMA over the long hybrid sequence C(1) (Eq. (3)) to produce the C
(2)
i (Eq. (4)). 4) The gated

FiD aggregates all types of representations of C (Eq. (4)), C(1), and C(2) using the gated cross-attention layer to
finally yield the decoder’s contextual representation G(2) (Eq. (5)) which is fed to generate an output token.

neous contents of all rows in a table to obtain
a “long” hybrid sequence and then applies the
EMA layer over the resulting long sequence
to produce aggregated representation. To pro-
cess a long sequence more efficiently, we fur-
ther propose a low-dimensional EMA, which
additionally performs a dimensionality reduc-
tion and reconstruction.

In the decoder, we further propose the use of a
gated cross-attention layer to effectively aggre-
gates the aforementioned three representations re-
sulting from various reasoning, motivated by the
work of (Alayrac et al., 2022).

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We propose MAFiD, which augments FiD with
EMA and the gated cross-attention layer, thus ef-
fectively combining various types of reasoning. 2)
We propose a low-dimensional EMA to efficiently
process long sequences for table-and-text QA. 3)
The proposed MAFiD achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance on the HybridQA dataset.

2 Related Works
Recently, many datasets such as HybridQA (Chen
et al., 2020), OTT-QA (Wenhu Chen, 2021), Mul-
tiModalQA (Talmor et al., 2021), HybriDialogue
(Nakamura et al., 2022), and TAT-QA (Zhu et al.,

2021a) have been presented for table-and-text QA.
Various works on table-and-text QA have enhanced
“pretraining” to strengthen the cross-modal match-
ing and numerical reasoning, by learning on tables
and texts jointly (Herzig et al., 2020; Yin et al.,
2020) and exclusively on tables (Iida et al., 2021).

To handle the long range reasoning on table-and-
text QA, early works employed “efficient” trans-
formers based on sparse attention with selective
attention masks, such as the LongFormer (Belt-
agy et al., 2020) in the work of (Huang et al.,
2022) and ETC (Ainslie et al., 2020) in the work
of (Wenhu Chen, 2021). MATE (Eisenschlos et al.,
2021b) uses structure-based sparse attention that
attends to either rows or columns in a given table.
Recently, truncation-based approaches have been
employed in MITQA (Kumar et al., 2021) where
the passage filter module is additionally applied
such that only the filtered passages are used as tex-
tual contents of a table’s row.

Compared to these existing approaches, which
rather limitedly reduce the computational cost in
the encoder part, MAFiD significantly lightens the
encoder part by minimizing the interaction between
different rows and instead fuses the encoded repre-
sentations in the decoder part under the framework
of FiD. Equipped with the low-dimensional EMA,
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MAFiD only performs the “shallow” interaction
across rows, thus mostly maintaining the efficiency
of the interaction-less encoder.

3 Moving Average Equipped
Fusion-in-Decoder

Figure 1 shows the overall neural architecture of
the proposed MAFiD model, which combines three
types of representation. Here, we present the details
of the MAFiD components.

3.1 Problem Definition

Suppose that BR and BP are a set of tabular and
textual blocks in a given table, where biR ∈ BR

indicates the tabular block for the i-th row (i.e., a
list of its cells), biP ∈ BP indicates the textual block
for the i-th row (i.e., a set of its linked passages),
and L = |BR| = |BP | is the number of rows in
a table. Given question q, the goal is to generate
a correct answer by considering BR and BP as
heterogeneous evidence.

3.2 Independent Encoding of Homogeneous
Data: the Basic Encoder for FiD

Following the independent encoding in FiD (Izac-
ard and Grave, 2021), independent encoding lin-
earizes tabular and textual blocks into a sequence
independently and concatenates each of them with
q as follows:

rowi = [q; [SEP]; biR], psg
i = [q; [SEP]; biP ]

where ; is the concatenation operator. The tabular
and textual sequences are then fed into the encoder
of T5 independently and concatenated as follows:

H i
R = T5-enc(rowi) ∈ R|rowi|×dmodel

H i
P = T5-enc(psgi) ∈ R|psgi|×dmodel

Ci = [H i
R;H

i
P ] ∈ R(|rowi|+|psgi|)×dmodel (1)

where |x| is the length of sequence x and dmodel is
the dimensionality of the encoder of T5.
3.2.1 Single-row Heterogeneous Reasoning

In single-row reasoning, we perform an in-depth
interaction between tabular and textual blocks for
each row, biR and biP , using self-attention as follows:

C
(1)
i = SHA (Ci,Ci,Ci) (2)

where C
(1)
i ∈ R(|rowi|+|psgi|)×dmodel and SHA is

the single-head attention defined in Eq. (6) in Ap-
pendix D.

3.3 Multi-row Heterogeneous Reasoning by
the Low-dimensional EMA

In multi-row reasoning, we first concatenate the
contextual representations of all tabular and textual
blocks as follows:

C(1) = [C
(1)
1 ; · · · ;C(1)

L ] (3)

where C(1) ∈ RN×dmodel , provided N =∑
i

(
|rowi|+ |psgi|

)
for notational convenience.

We then adopt the low-dimensional EMA as a
variant of EMA using dimensionality reduction and
reconstruction based on linear layers as follows:

C
(1)
reduced = Linear

(
C(1)

)

C
(2)
reduced = EMA

(
C

(1)
reduced

)

C(2) = Linear
(
C

(2)
reduced

)

where C
(1)
reduced,C

(2)
reduced ∈ RN×dmodel/K ,

C(2) ∈ RN×dmodel , Linear is a linear layer, and
EMA is the damped EMA of (Ma et al., 2022) de-
fined in Appendix E.

3.4 Gated Fusion-in-Decoder

In the decoder, we first concatenate the row-wise
representations of independent encoding before
feeding them to the FiD as follows:

C = [C1; · · · ;CL] (4)

In the decoder, we aggregate all representations
of C (Eq. (1) and (4)), C(1) (Eq. (2) and (3)) C(2)

(Eq. (4) using a gating mechanism similar to that
of (Alayrac et al., 2022) as follows:

C̃(1) = C + tanh(p)⊙C(1)

G(1) = MHA(G, C̃(1), C̃(1))

G(2) = G(1) +

tanh(q)⊙MHA(G(1),C(2),C(2)) (5)

where G ∈ R|N(dec)|×dmodel is the output of the
masked multi-head attention in the decoder part,
|N (dec)| is the sequence length of the decoder input,
tanh(·) is the tanh function, p and q are learnable
parameters, and G(1),G(2) ∈ R|N(dec)|×dmodel .

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

The details of the implementation and experiment
setup is presented in Appendix A.
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Table Passage Total
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1
HYBRIDER 51.5 58.6 52.1 59.3 40.5 47.9 38.1 46.3 43.7 50.9 42.5 50.2
HYBRIDER-Large 54.3 61.4 56.2 63.3 39.1 45.7 37.5 44.4 44.0 50.7 43.8 50.6
DocHopper - - - - - - - - 47.7 55.0 46.3 53.3
POINTR + TAPAS 68.1 73.9 67.8 73.2 62.9 72.0 62.0 70.9 63.3 70.8 62.7 70.0
POINTR + MATE 68.6 74.2 66.9 72.3 62.8 71.9 62.8 71.9 63.4 71.0 62.8 70.2
MITQA 68.1 73.3 68.5 74.4 66.7 75.6 64.3 73.3 65.5 72.7 64.3 71.9
Ours 69.4 75.2 68.5 74.9 66.5 75.5 65.7 75.3 66.2 74.1 65.4 73.6
Human - - - - - - - - - - 88.2 93.5

Table 1: Comparison results on the dev and blind test dataset in HybridQA. The best is bolded text.

Table Passage Total
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

Ours 68.48 74.92 65.75 75.34 65.38 73.56
w/o Multi-row reasoning 67.44 73.74 65.50 75.23 64.86 73.08
w/o Multi-row, Single-row reasoning 41.97 49.46 60.20 69.42 51.46 59.86
w/o Single-row tanh gate 67.21 73.44 64.86 74.82 64.45 72.75
w/o Multi-row tanh gate 67.58 73.96 66.43 75.47 65.46 73.29
w/o Single-row, Multi-row tanh gate 66.09 72.51 64.81 75.22 64.01 72.65

Table 2: Ablation study on blind test dataset in HybridQA. “w/o Single-row tanh gate” and “w/o Multi-row tanh
gate” correspond to the runs of fixing tanh(p) = 1 and tanh(q) = 1 in Eq. (5), respectively.

4.2 Baselines

In the experiment, we compare MAFiD and other
baseline systems on HybridQA as follows:

• HYBRIDER (Chen et al., 2020) employs a
sparse passage retriever (i.e., TF-IDF and a
longest-substring matching) to find relevant
cells and performs the reasoning step consist-
ing of the ranking, the hop, and the reading
comprehension models to extract an answer.

• DocHopper (Sun et al., 2021) uses the “iter-
ative hierarchical attention” to retrieve short
or long contents in a multi-step navigational
manner.

• POINTR + (TAPAS or MATE) (Herzig et al.,
2020; Eisenschlos et al., 2021a). POINTR ex-
tends the cell with its entity description and
performs a two-stage method that consists of
“cell selection” and “passage reading” steps.
Either TAPAS (Herzig et al., 2020) or MATE
(Kumar et al., 2021) is considered as a trans-
former encoder.

• MITQA (Kumar et al., 2021) uses the
pipelined module including a retriever, a
reader, and a joint row+span reranker, etc.,
being trained using the multi-instance distant
supervision approach.

4.3 Main Results

As summarized in Table 1, MAFiD shows the state-
of-the-art performance by increasing EM and F1
by 1.1 and 1.7 over MITQA (Kumar et al., 2021)
on the blind test set. It is observed that MAFiD out-
performs POINTR + (TAPAS or MATE) (Herzig
et al., 2020; Eisenschlos et al., 2021a) that replies
on the pretrained TAPAS, likely indicating that the
long-range reasoning needs to be importantly han-
dled on HybridQA, thus motivating the literature
to go towards “reasoning”-enhanced pretraining in
addition to the existing self-supervised tasks.

4.4 Ablation Studies

Single-row & Multi-row Heterogeneous Reason-
ing. To examine the effect of single-row and multi-
row reasoning, we further evaluate MAFiD by re-
moving either or both reasonings. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, MAFiD without multi-row reasoning slightly
decreases EM and F1 by 1.04 and 1.18, respec-
tively. Importantly, MAFiD without both reason-
ings significantlly deteriorates the performance of
EM and F1 by 13.92 and 13.7, respectively. The
results confirm that the cross-modal interaction
should be performed at least within a specific row,
whereas the between-row interaction is somehow
effectively proceeded by the proposed EMA mod-
ule, although its effect is not large.
Single-row & Multi-row Tanh Gating. We fur-
ther examine the effect of using the gated flows
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Pick # MLS team Player Position

22 Portland Timbers [1] Chris Taylor Defender [1]

25 New York Red Bulls [1] John Rooney [1] Midfielder [1]

26 Toronto FC [1]
Demitrius Omphroy [
1]

Defender [1]

Q:         “How many annual visitors are pulled in by the marathon that Tegla Loroupe won in 2002 ?

A:         “2,500”

Table: Year Competition Venue Position Notes

2000
New York City 
Marathon [1]

New York City , 
United States [
1]

6th Marathon

2002
Nagoya Women '
s Marathon [1]

Nagoya , Japan [
1]

7th Marathon

2002
Lausanne Marath
on [1]

Lausanne , Switz
erland [1]

1st Marathon

The Lausanne Marathon is one of the rare Swiss races that organises a 

half-marathon for wheelchairs and handcycles . The Lausanne Marathon is 

one of the largest annual sporting events of the Canton de Vaud , [ citation 

needed ] and attracts up to 2,500 tourists each year . In 2009 , a record 

10,658 runners participated .

HYBRIDER-Large:         “52,812”MAFiD:         “2,500”

The New York City Marathon ( currently branded TCS New York City 

Marathon for sponsorship reasons ) is an annual marathon ( 42.195 km or 

26.219 mi ) that courses through the five boroughs of New York City . It is 

the largest marathon in the world , with 52,812 finishers in 2018 and 

98,247 applicants for the 2017 race .

Q:         “What is the month of birth of the player with the fourth most National Football League career rushing yards ?

A:         “July”

Table:

HYBRIDER-Large :         “May”MAFiD:         “July”

Rank Player Team ( s ) by season Yards

3 Frank Gore [1]
San Francisco 49ers ...  
[1], … , [10]

15,347

4 Barry Sanders [1]
Detroit Lions [1],[2],[
3]

15,269

5 Adrian Peterson [1]
Minnesota Vikings [1]
,[2],[3], ... [8],[9]

14,216

Barry Sanders ( born July 16 , 1968 ) is an American former professional 

football player who was a running back for the Detroit Lions of the National 

Football League ( NFL ) . A Pro Bowl invitee in each of his ten NFL seasons 

and two-time NFL Offensive Player of the Year , Sanders led the league in 

rushing yards four times …

Franklin Delano Frank Gore ( born May 14 , 1983 ) is an American 

professional football player who is a running back for the Buffalo Bills of the 

National Football League ( NFL ) . He played college football for the 

University of Miami , and was drafted by the San Francisco 49ers …

Q:         “Which defender is the youngest ?”

A:         “Demitrius Omphroy ”

Table:

HYBRIDER-Large :       “John Rooney”MAFiD:       “Chris Taylor”

John Richard Rooney ( born 17 December 1990 ) is an English 

professional footballer who plays for Barrow as an attacking 

midfielder . He is the younger brother of Derby County and former 

England forward Wayne Rooney . Although born in England , 

Rooney has expressed a desire to represent the Republic of 

Ireland at international level .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Illustrating examples of HYBRIDER-Large (Chen et al., 2020) and MAFiD in HybridQA.

Total
Dev Test

EM F1 EM F1
EMA 66.2 74.1 65.4 73.6
sliding window attention 65.7 73.3 65.3 73.1
Human - - 88.2 93.5

Table 3: Comparison results on thd dev and blind test
sets in HybridQA between EMA and the sliding win-
dow attention of (Beltagy et al., 2020) for long-range
reasoning.

Total
Dev Test

EM F1 EM F1
original rows 66.2 74.1 65.4 73.6
permuted rows 51.5 59.4 51.1 59.2
Human - - 88.2 93.5

Table 4: Comparison results of MAFiD on HybridQA
between the case using original rows and that with per-
muted rows for tabular contents.

by evaluating MAFiD by fixing tanh(p) = 1 and
tanh(q) = 1 without being learned in Eq. (5. In
particular, MAFiD without the single-row tanh gate
(tanh(p) = 1) slightly decreases EM and F1 by
approximately 11̃.5, indicating that the gated FiD
is helpful for further improvements.
Impact of EMA. To examine the impact of EMA
for multi-row reasoning, we evaluate the sliding
window attention of (Beltagy et al., 2020) as the
baseline to handle long-range reasoning. As shown
in Table 3, the use of EMA increases F1 and EM
by 0.1 and 0.5, respectively, suggesting that EMA
is more helpful for promoting the enhanced local
sequence representation.

Impact of Sequential Order. To examine the im-
pact of using the sequential order of rows in tabular
contents, Table 4 further shows the results of a
variant of MAFiD by randomly permuting rows
in tabular contents both for training and inference,
referred to as “permuted row”, comparing to the
original case; the results strongly indicate that keep-
ing original row orders is important for MAFiD.

4.5 Error Analysis

Figure 2 shows some illustrating QA exam-
ples in HybridQA dataset comparing the results
of HYBRIDER-Large (Chen et al., 2020) and
MAFiD; (a)-(b) require only keyword matching
and numerical comparison, where HYBRIDER
is failed; (c) requires sophisticated multi-hop rea-
soning across table rows and passages where both
MAFID and HYBRIDER are incorrect.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we address long range-reasoning
for the multi-hop table-and-text QA and propose
MAFiD, which extends FiD by equipping EMA
and the gated cross-attention layer for the encoder
and decoder parts, respectively, to design an effec-
tive way of combining various types of encoded
representations. The experimental results on Hy-
bridQA showed that the proposed MAFiD achieved
state-of-the-art performances in both the devel-
opment and blind test sets. In future work, we
will extend MAFiD to open-domain table-and-text
QA and explore a unified approach that integrates
single-row and multi-row reasoning.
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Limitations
This paper proposes the use of EMA under FiD to
tractably perform multi-row reasoning; however,
EMA simply puts strong weights on nearby con-
texts, thus performing a restricted type of the long-
range reasoning. Thus, our EMA-based method
heavily depends on the sequential order of tables
and texts, so hardly performing matching between
long-distance but semantically related tokens in a
long hybrid sequence. In using EMA, the current
limitation of our method is that we only used the
“damped EMA” of MEGA (Ma et al., 2022), which
is only one of the basic components in MEGA.
Because MEGA additionally combines the single-
head attention unit over a long sequence, using
MEGA could allow us to handle long-distance se-
mantic matching. In the future work, it will be
valuable to explore such extensions of EMA, such
as MEGA, to strengthen the long-range reasoning.

In MAFiD, we show that EMA can be applied
over a maximally long sequence in HybridQA
(Chen et al., 2020). However, when moving to OTT-
QA (Wenhu Chen, 2021), EMA cannot be naively
applicable over retrieved long sequences without
any truncation, because the size of a retrieved set
of tables and texts is significantly larger than that
of HybridQA. Given that OTT-QA more closely
matches the real-world situation, the EMA-based
reasoning should be extended further by incorpo-
rating retrieval and selection modules. Thus, our
current framework needs to be extended further to
handle open-domain table-and-text QA, under the
retriever-reader framework.
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Figure 3: Comparison of memory and time complexi-
ties of self-attention, EMA, and their low-dimensional
versions.

statistics of the HybridQA dataset. We used the
T5-base1 transformer encoder-decoder model as a
pre-trained language model. Additional parameters
were initialized from N (0, 0.2) and the bias was
set to 0. To prepare the input of the encoder, we
set the maximum sequence lengths of the tabular
and textual blocks to 300 and 800, respectively. All
the models were trained using the AdamW opti-
mizer with a learning rate of 1e− 4. All trainings
were conducted for 3 epochs, and the random seed
number was fixed at 42 to reproduce the results.
The batch size was four with two accumulation
steps. Training was conducted for 1.5 days on 4
NVIDA Quadro RTX 8000. For answer generation,
we employed a greedy decoding method. For the
evaluation, we used exact matching (EM) and F1
metrics. Evaluations were conducted every 500
steps on the dev dataset and the best model with
the highest EM score was chosen.

The maximum number of rows in a given table
in HybridQA is 20, that is, L ≤ 20. In our ex-
periments, L was fixed at 20 by adding padding
sequences when the number of rows was less than
20. The rate of the dimensionality reduction for the
low-dimensional EMA, i.e., K, was fixed to 6.

B Dataset Statistics

Split Train Dev Test Total
In-Passage 35,215 2,025 20,45 39,285
In-Table 26,803 1,349 1,346 29,498
Missing 664 92 72 828
Total 62,682 3,466 3,463 69,611

Table 5: Hybrid QA dataset statistics. In-Passage and
In-Table indicate that exact answer span is founded in a
passage or table. Missing is the exact answer span not
founded in given source.

1https://huggingface.co/t5-base

Split min mean max Count
Table 137 763 8,298 3,466
Row 14 48 1,454 55,036
Passages per row 2 656 10,797 55,036

Table 6: Statistics of length of tokenized sequence on
dev dataset. ’Passages per row’ is the length of all
concatenated passages in a row.

C An Example of Linearized Blocks
Specifically the i-th table row block is defined as
follows:

biR = [TITLE] t [SECTITLE] t(sec)

[ROW] h1 ’is’ vi,1 [SEP] · · · [SEP] hN ’is’ vi,N

where h and v are the head and value, t and t(sec)
are the title and section title, respectively.

Passage block is defined as follows:

biP = [PSG] psgi,1linked [PSG] · · · [PSG] psg
i,N
linked

where psg is a linked passage at row.

D Single-head and Multi-head Attentions
The single-head and multi-head attentions
(Vaswani et al., 2017) are defined as follows:

SHA (Q,K,V ) = [head1]W
O,

MHA (Q,K,V ) = [head1; · · · ;headh]WO,

headi = Attn
(
QWQ

i ,KWK
i ,V W V

i

)
(6)

E EMA
EMA has widely been applied in time series and
long range text modeling. Among variants of EMA
presented in the work of (Ma et al., 2022), we
employed the “damped EMA”2 for proceeding long
range sequences. The damped EMA is based on
the recursive calculation for computing the output
Y as follows:

yt = α⊙ xt + (1− α⊙ δ)⊙ yt−1 (7)

where ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication oper-
ator, α ∈ (0, 1)d is a decaying factor for making
exponentially decreasing effects from older tokens,
δ ∈ (0, 1)d is the damping factor, and α and δ are
learnable weight parameters. This recursive com-
putation of EMA can be efficiently implemented as
the convolution and the fast Fourier transforms.

2This is different from the further extended multi-
dimensional damped EMA (Ma et al., 2022)
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